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Abstract

The current neutron powder diffractometer at the Thai Research Reactor-I/Mi (TRR-
1/MI) has been modified from the obsolete neutron diffractometer which had been used
during 1968-1975. The upgraded diffractometer has medium resolution and is appropriate for
studying samples with small unit cell dimensions and training university students in the field
of neutron scattering. This paper describes the current activities of neutron scattering research
in Thailand as well as a new research reactor for enlarging the perspectives of its utilization in
the future.

The 2 MW Thai Research Reactor ;TRR-1/M1

The First Thai Research Reactor (TRR-1) at the Office of Atomic Energy for Peace
(OAEP), Bangkok, went first critical on October 27, 1962 and had been licensed to operate at
I MW(thermal). The reactor was light water moderated and cooled, using HEU plate-type
with U30 8-Al fuel in a swimming pool. Until June 30, 1975 the reactor was shutdown for
modification after its total released energy of more than 482.46 MWd. The core and control
system was disassembled and replaced by that of TRIGA Mark III type while the pool cooling
system, irradiation facilities and others were kept. Thus the name "TRR-1/MI" has been
designated due to this modification.

The modification was made by converting to standard TRIGA MarkIll design using
Uranium Zirconium Hydride (UZrH,. 6) Low Enrichment Uranium(LEU) Fuel with 8.5 weight
- % uranium content and went critical on November 7,1977.

At present, two out of its four horizontal beam tubes are being employed for neutron
radiography and neutron powder diffraction. Construction of a Prompt Gamma Neutron
Activation Analysis facility is underway.

The Neutron Powder Diffractomneter

The current neutron powder diffractometer is being located at the 8 inches beam tube
of the Thai Research Reactor-I/Mi (TRR-1/Ml). It has been modified from the obsolete
neutron diffractometer which had been used during 1968-1975. The upgrading program and
its features (Fig. 1) has been presented in details in the preceding Workshop on the Utilization
of Research Reactorl,2,3) Its characteristic is indicated in Tablel.

In the initial stage of modification, in order to enhance the incident neutron intensity
at specimen position, a pyrolytic graphite (004) monochromator was chosen. Despite the low
data acquisition rate, about 5 minutes per point, the diffractometer could serve the
investigation on samples with small unit cell dimensions and training university students in
the field of neutron scattering. The diffracted neutron beam from the PG was, nevertheless,
composed of multiple wavelengths, thus produced undesirablecomplex higher order reflection
peaks. Therefore, the PG monochromator has recently been replaced by a copper(220)
focusing monochromator.
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Fig.1 The neutron powder diffractomreter (left) and its controlled system (righ1t)

Table I Characteristic of the upgraded neutron diffractometer

Beam size 2Oinm.x 100mm.

First collimationl 30'

Second collimation 30'

Third collimation 20'

Monochrorrnator:

Take-off 59'

Wavelength: Cu('220) 1.2583 A

PG(004) 1.6524 A

Neutron detectors 4 xHe-3)(4atm)

Neutron source to mnonochrornator 400 cm.

Monochromator to specimen 180cm.

Specimen to detector 70 c.

Thermal neutron flux at specimen position 2x10 ncm .sec1

Replacemnent of a copper (220) focusing monochromator

The focusing mionochromator comprised seven pieces of 20x17.85x10 mmn. which
were cLut fromn a 20x1I25x1I0 mmai. copper(220) monocrystal. They were carefully, attached to a
bending device as shown in Fig.2. Vertical bending allowed these strips to fm1 a part of

cylinder whose radius could be varied from 500 mm. to c'j. It %'v.as essential to orienti all copper
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strips in the same plane
(220) before bending. The
alignment was first
conducted by light
reflection (Fig.3), and
examined by neutron
diffraction, before setting
on rotational table which
was located inside the
monochrornator drum.

Fig. 2 The focusing monochFomator (left) Finally, its focal length was
and its rocking curve (right) remotely adjusted to

provide maximum neutron
intensity at the specimen
position. The rocking curve

of the monochromator was determnined and found the peak maximum at 29.150 with Full
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) = 0.33'

Diffraction data of the standard silicon sample (NIST Standard Reference Material
640b) were collected from (2.0) 5- 1000 at 0.2 0 per step. The counting time was 300 sec per
step. The data was analysed by Rietveld method. The analytical results comparing to those
obtained with the PG monochromator are shown in Table 2.

Fig.4 and Fig.5 show the Rietveld refinement of the standard silicon when using the
copper (220) and the PG(004) monochromator, respectively. Although the observed
resolution curves for Cu-focusing monochromator in Fig.6 indicates lower peak resolution
comparing to the PG monochromator, it provides nearly monochromatic beam with higher
peak intensity . Moreover, data acquisition could be performed faster due to its shorter
incident neutron wavelength, in consequence, more information is obtained from the same
data range.

Recently, the diffractometer has been employed for the investigation of magnetic
materials, Nd2FeI 4B and calcium manganite(CaMnO 3). Their diffraction pattern are
illustrated in FIg.7 and 8.

Fig. 3 Alignment of the copper strips with the aid of a laser pointer
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Table 2 Comparison of the analytical results of Rietveld refinement from standard silicon
data between using the PG(004) and the Cu(220) monochromator

Parameters PG(004) monochromator Cu(220) focusing
monochromator

X=1.6524 A 2X 2/3X, 1/2k X = 1.2583 A

Scale factor 0.32(1) 0.96(8) 0.035(3) 0.003(l) 0.22(1)
Cell a=5.4300(4) a-5 .4301(6)
dimension(A)
RB (% 2.34 0.91 6.85 7.28 4.30
Rp (%) ___13.07 14.46

R11 (%) 16.91 18.05
R.P (% 15.28 15.15
GOF ()1.22 1.42
U .4986 1.49
V -.2034 -1.34
W .2957 0.57

Rfnn O- 4 Sd-o 2owd. d~iroloo p.1r ..... C01220 -on n o-r9 on.o

2 T. ld.U

Fig. 4 Rietveld Refinement of silicon diffraction pattern,
using Cu (220) focusing monochromator

R.fln.nt af Sliloon PoWder Olftactlon POWt., Using P0(004)Mo dn str

I

2 *020 (d."..)

Fig. 5 Rietveld refinement of silicon diffraction pattern,
using PG (004) monochromator
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Neutron Scattering Research Program

At present, our Nuclear material Science Group has two collaborative projects with
Mahidol University in the investigation on the atomic positions in RE-doped PZT and the
study of the morphology of elastomner under strain are being planned.

Besides the above projects, an international research program on the investigation of
high temperature superconductors is being proceeded in collaboration with BATAN,
Indonesia and Vietnam.

F6N1Mdfhabam L~C(2~aw mut T~ Calcium manganite diffracbon pattern (CO 7 LM Cr.1 00. 1300 (24)).
usingQ Cu(220) focusirng nionodninmitir

ON00

Fig. 7 Diffraction pattern of Nd2 Fe, B Fig.8 Diffraction pattern of CaMnQ,1
using Cu (220)focusing monochromator using Cu(220) focusing monochrornator

On2kharak Nuclear Research Center (ONRC)

OAEP is playing a central role in development of both nuclear research institution and
nuclear applications in Thailand. The OAEP has planned to expand a number of project
activities, but the office area is limited and the existing research reactor has been used for a
long time. The OAEP is in the process of establishing a new nuclear research center at
Ongkharak 60 Km northeast of Bangkok. The project area is 126 acres. The major project will
be the construction of a research reactor, an isotope production facility and a centralized waste
processing and storage facility. 0AEP had given the contract to the General Atomic (GA)
since 26 June, 1977 as a prime contractor within the period of 48 months. The supporting area
is being done, i.e. site access, landscaping, general utility system, residential and recreational
parks.

I. The Nuclear Research Reactor

The reactor shall be a multipurpose, pool type, cooled and moderated by light water,
and reflected by graphite, heavy water or beryllium, using low enriched uranium fuel, with
thermal power 10 MW and the maximum thermal neutron flux 2x1I004 nlcM2/S. Configuration
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The multipurpose, pool-type TRIGA reactor will be fueled with high-density, low
enriched (19.7 wt%) uranium-erbium-zirconium-hydride (UErZrH) fuel and a rated thermal
power output of 10 MW(t). It is designed to be cooled and moderated by light water, and
reflected by beryllium and heavy water. The general arrangement of the reactor structure
consists of a 4-in diameter by 10-in deep main reactor pool, and an auxiliary pool connected
to the main pool by a transfer canal. The auxiliary pool contains an underwater connection to
an isotope transfer hot cell located at the edge of the pool. The auxiliary pool also contains a
spent fuel storage facility and provides the necessary shielding and cooling for safe storage of
the spent fuel. The arrangement of the pools and isotope transfer hot cell allows irradiated
targets to be transfer-red entirely under water from their irradiation locations in the main pool
to the hot cell, then pneumatically transferred to the adjacent Isotope Production Facility hot
cells via a transfer system connecting the reactor building and the IPF building.

2. Experimental and Irradiation Facilities

a) Irradiation Facilities
At least 20 irradiation positions are provided for radioisotope production and

sample irradiation, including NTD facilities with mechanic, pneumatic and hydraulic systems
for loading and unloading target materials from reactor core.

b) Neutron Beam Tubes

All of the beam tubes shall have a minimum neutron flux of 5x1001 2 nlcM2/s at the
reflector end of beam tube. 6 horizontal beam tubes ( radial and 5 tangential) about 20 cm
diameter with single beam collimator for Neutron Diffraction, Neutron radiography, PGNAA,
and future use such as BNCT, and Physics Experiment.

High Resolution Powder Diffractometer

Layout of the HRPD at ONRC is shown in Fig. 10 . The design basis of the proposed
HRPD involves the matching of a bent focusing monochromator, small sample and position
sensitive detector. No collimators are required in this system. The monochromator is a doubly
focusing bent silicon perfect crystal, which is at 950 takeoff, could be adjusted to provide four
wavelengths, that is 2.41 A Jl.84 A , 1.54 A and 1.22 A , from diffraction planes (311), (33 1),
and (51 1) and (533) respectively. To achieve high peak resolution, the sample diameter needs
to be less than 3 mm. The detector bank is consisted of 7 He-3 position snsitive detectors
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assembled together with 200 horizontal and 6.270 vertical spanning at 160 cm. distance. The
detector electronics provide position resolution better than 3 mm. An oscillation collimator is
positioned between the sample and the detector bank to reduce background from the
environment. The monochromator shielding is designed to provide takeoff angle at 950, 600
and 300.

The High Resolution Powder Diffractometer at the ONRC site would be
dedicated for broad range research areas. Potential applications would be in the area of
advanced materials research e.g. high temperature superconducting materials, PZT, magnetic
materials, structural transitions and training

3. Isotope Production Facility

OAEP emphasises on production of radioisotopes, Radiophamaceuticals and
Radioimmunoassay (RIA) reagents for nuclear medicine, agricultural, industrial and research
applications in Thailand. The isotope production facility shall include main production
equipment for 1-131, 1-125, Ir- 192, Co-60, P-32 and Tc-99m, receiving hot cell (max capacity
104 Ci/Yr), 3 multipurpose hot cells, 6 small hot cells, 4 glove boxes and 3 clean room class
10. The supporting facilities will include Handling and Transferring facilities and radioactive
waste systems.

4. Centrallized Waste Processing and Storage Facility

The radioactive waste system will be serviced for all radioisotope users in Thailand. The
incoming waste composes of both liquid (aqueous and organic) and solid (compactable,
combustible, ion exchange resin) of low and medium level activities.

Conclusion

TRR-l Ihas played an important role in promoting the use of nuclear energy in
medicine, industry, agriculture and research and development in Thailand since 1962 and in
consequence with TRR-1/MI since 1977. OAEP has successfully co-ordinated the widespread
introduction of nuclear techniques into Thailand as a supplier and a facilitator of the efforts of
others in the utilization of nuclear applications. To expand the research works, the new project
of Ongkharak Nuclear Research Center (ONRC) was initiated since 1989. While the new
project is in progress, the utilization of TRR-l/M1 is continue to support the need of the
country for isotope production and applied research. Experiences gained from utilization and
operation/maintenance of TRR-1I/MI give a great benefit for Thai scientists and engineers in
implementing the ONRC project.
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